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Sports Action Cameras 

SKU: 0200161   EAN:5060848901063 

 

 

FEATUES 

The Edis Sports Action Cameras 4K double color screen  

Super clear picture quality, 24 megapixels, 170° wide-

angle shooting, 40 meters waterproofing depth, WiFi, IPS 

full-view screen, EIS anti-shake, time-lapse shooting and 

other functions, you can enjoy the experience.24 million 

HD pixels High-definition optical lens, F2.0 large light 

map, for really beautiful views. The front facing color 

screen makes composition much more accurate and 

takes away the guess work in selfies. From now on,  say 

goodbye to blind shooting and always take the very best 

selfies.Advanced H.264 video coding capability has high 

compatibility, half the bandwidth needs and half the 

storage capacity needed, improving image quality and 

other advantages.Smart image stabilization Picture 

details are stable and smooth during camera movement, 

without blurring of the recorded video. The 170° wide 

Angle lens has no distortion, and an enlarged field of 

vision, clear imaging and maintains the picture 

textures.40 metre Deep water capability.The exclusively 

designed waterproof and durable shell case supports 

40m underwater shooting. The battery capacity is 1,050 

mah for long term shooting. The WiFi function enables 

remote control of the camera from a mobile phone 

through the camera app. 

 

SUPPORT FUNCTION 
 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Electronic image 

stabilization (EIS) 

Supported (120fps and 240fps resolution 

not supported) 

 Master control iCatch V39A 

Time lapse 

recording 

support  DDR 2Gbit DDR3 

Take a picture in 

short time 

support  Sensor IMX078/IMX317/IMX386/IMX458/ 

IMX278/MN34112 

Slow motion video support  Camera lens 160 degree wide angle 

Quick action video support  Screen size 2.0-inch LCD 

Loop video Support 1 minute, 3 minutes, 5 minutes 

cycle video 

 Touch screen support 

Photo mode Single shot, time shot, serial shot  Video resolution 4K@60fps,@30fps. 7K@30fps<br<;; 
a="">/>1080P@120fps (1920x1080) 
(only078/317/386/34112support1080P@60fps 
(1920x1080) 1080P@30fps 
(1920x1080)720P@240fps 
(1280x720(only078/317/386/34112 
support720P@120fps (1280x720)720P@60fps 
(1280x720) 

Take a picture in 

short time 

support  Video coding H.264 
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Long exposure 

photography 

Supports up to 60 second exposure  Video file format Mov (default) or mp4 

Underwater mode support  Camera resolution 20M(5120x3840)16M(4640x3480) 

14M(4320x3240)10M(3648x2736)8M(3264x2448) 

Distortion correction support  Image format JPG 

Adjustable viewing 

angle 

support  WIFI RTL8189FTV compatibleIEEE 802.11b/g/n 

Digital zoom Support 4 times    

Wireless remote 

control 

support    

External 

microphone 

Supported (only supported by some 

motherboards) 

   

Voice control Supported (only supported by some 

motherboards) 

   

GPS Supported (only supported by some 

motherboards) 

   

Automatic shutdown Support 1 minute, 3 minutes, 5 minutes no 

operation automatic shutdown 

   

Screen saver Support 1 minute, 3 minutes, 5 minutes no 

operation automatic shutdown 

   

SPORTS ACTION CAMERAS 
  

language English / Chinese Simplified / Chinese 

traditional / French / Spanish / Italian / 

Portuguese / German / Russian / Japanese 

 HDMI interface Micro HDMI (supports HDMI 2.0, 4K output) 

APP iSmart DV  Built-in microphone Built in one 

Memory card Micro SDHC Card，U3，maximum128GB  Built in loudspeaker 8R 0.5W 

USB interface USB2.0, support MSDC mode (equivalent to 

U disk mode), PC cam mode (webcam 

mode) 

 External power 

requirements 

5V/1.0A 

System 

requirements 

Windows 2000 / XP / Vista / Windows 7, 

Mac OS X 10.3.6 or above 

   

 


